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Caused by Operant Conditioning? 
Dystopian Similarities Caused by Plagiarism? 
“It’s in the stormy 
air we breathe.”  
-Zamyatin 
Caused by Historical Influences? 
But this can’t be so because of 
Eve and Katniss… 
Caused by Human Universality? 
A relatively new field of thought called 
Biopoetics suggests that human universals 
brought about through Darwin’s natural 
selection have molded templates for literary 
form. Leading researcher, Brett Cooke 
states, “Since there is no distinction between 
a gene and its copy, a gene could be said to 
benefit itself in the body of its host’s progeny. 
As a result, we are prompted to engage in 
sex and love our children, whether or not we 
understand why. And we like to read about 
affairs of the heart.” 









AND this can 
only be done  
by targeting 
universal fears 
brought about 
through 
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